Michael’s Brain Cancer Fundraiser

On Wednesday, October 19th, 2016, the ECSU AITP Chapter assisted Resident Assistants Yuberki Delgadillo and Riley DiNoia with fundraising for a child named Michael who is battling Brain Cancer.

Resident Assistant Riley DiNoia provided some background on Michael and his condition:

“Michael is a 2 year old boy at Connecticut Children’s Medical Center who’s currently fighting a brain tumor. He has been through chemotherapy and radiation, and is on his second type of chemo now. Since he has started this new chemo he hasn’t been able to walk or talk, which is where the additional expenses are. We’re doing this fundraiser to raise money for Michael and his family to help them out with the extra therapies and treatments that he has to endure.”

The goal for Riley and Yuberki was $1,000 in total to donate to Michael and his family. Within a few hours, through the fundraiser, we were able to raise over $200 to help Michael and his family. ECSU AITP would like to thank all those who helped in the planning, organizing, and execution of the event. In addition, ECSU AITP would like to thank all those who donated to help the cause.